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PRESENT
IN ATTENDANCE
APOLOGIES
OPENING PRAYER
ITEMS TO BE CONSIDERED IN GENERAL BUSINESS
CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES – 16 SEPTEMBER 2014
REPORTS
Item 117

DELOITTE AUDIT HIGHLIGHTS MEMO

To:

His Worship the Mayor and Councillors
Otorohanga District Council

From:

District Accountant

Date:

28 October 2014

Relevant Community Outcomes

Ensure services and facilities meet the needs of the Community

Foster an involved and engaged Community
Executive Summary
Bruno Dente, Deloitte Auditor, will attend the meeting to talk to their Audit Highlights Memo
which will be circulated under separate cover via email.
Staff Recommendation
It is recommended:
That the Deloitte Audit Highlights Memo and comments be received.
Brendan O'Callaghan
DISTRICT ACCOUNTANT
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Item 118

OTOROHANGA COMMUNITY BOARD MINUTES 11 SEPTEMBER 2014

To:

His Worship the Mayor and Councillors
Otorohanga District Council

From:

Governance Supervisor

Date:

28 October 2014

Executive Summary
Minutes of the meeting of the Otorohanga Community Board held on 11 September 2014 as
circulated.
Staff Recommendation
It is recommended that:
The minutes of the meeting of the Otorohanga Community Board held on 11 September 2014
be received.
CA Tutty
GOVERNANCE SUPERVISOR
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Item 119

KAWHIA COMMUNITY BOARD MINUTES FOR 26 SEPTEMBER 2014

To:

His Worship the Mayor and Councillors
Otorohanga District Council

From:

Governance Supervisor

Date:

28 October 2014

Executive Summary
Minutes of the meeting of the Kawhia Community Board held on 26 September 2014 as
circulated.
Staff Recommendation
It is recommended that:
The minutes of the meeting of the Kawhia Community Board held on 26 September 2014 be
received.
CA Tutty
GOVERNANCE SUPERVISOR
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Item 120

DISTRICT BUILDING CONTROL OFFICERS REPORT FOR JULY TO
SEPTEMBER 2014

To:

His Worship the Mayor & Councillors
Otorohanga District Council

From:

District Building Control Officer

Date:

28 October 2014

Relevant Community Outcomes

Ensure services and facilities meet the needs of the Community
Executive Summary
A report on building control matters covering the third quarter of 2014.
Staff Recommendation
It is recommended that:
The District Building Control Officer’s report for the period 1 July to 30 September 2014 be
received.
Report Discussion
BUILDING CONSENTS ISSUED
Building Consent Issued 1 July to 30 September 2014
Total Consents Issued
Includes New Dwellings
And Commercial / Industrial / Cowsheds
Value of Building Work
CCCs Issued

48
8
9
3,456,131
98

% Change
-16%
+266%
-25%
-5%
+10%

Consents approved over the same period in 2013
Total Consents Issued
Includes New Dwellings
And Commercial / Industrial / Cowsheds
Value of Building Work
CCCs Issued

57
3
12
$3,657,068
89

Consents Issued by Area
Rural
Otorohanga
Kawhia / Aotea

38
9
1

Report Discussion
General
The building department is busy processing building consents and carrying out inspections to
cope with a continuing upswing in building activity in the District. Both consent numbers and
value of building work approved are trending well above last year.
The Productivity Partnership has released a National Construction Pipeline report pointing to
an unprecedented level of building and construction in New Zealand out to the beginning of
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2019. The Partnership commissioned Pacifecon (NZ) Limited to produce the report with the
support of Building Research Association New Zealand (BRANZ).
This report forecasts a 10% increase in construction activity every year for the next four
years, peaking in 2016 when nearly $32 billion of construction activity is predicted. It brings
together economic forecasts and data from the public and private sectors on their forward
construction workload. This report is consistent with The New Zealand Sectors Report 2013
on Construction published in 20 November and it provides new information on the future
industry workload including the nature and timing of planned construction activity by type and
region.
The report forecasts an increase in construction right across the country in both residential
and non-residential sectors. Construction hot spots are Auckland, followed by Canterbury and
then Waikato/ Bay of Plenty and Wellington. The main drivers of growth are Auckland’s
residential housing demand more than doubling (projected 150% increase) and the
Canterbury rebuild.
Accreditation
The building team has been working very hard attempting to clear the corrective actions
received from International Accreditation New Zealand after the building consent authority
audit in early August, we are on track to clear these matters by the end of October 2013. In
addition to a comprehensive corrective action report due before 30 October, a number of
administrative tasks have been completed. For example all outstanding consents that were
two years past issue date have been assessed and a formal decision notified stating that
code compliance certificate (CCC) has been declined due to building work not being
completed. In addition to the 98 projects that were granted CCC a further 203 were declined.

G Phillips
DISTRICT BUILDING CONTROL OFFICER

Attachments
a.

Building Consents issued 1 July to 30 September 2014
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Owner Name

Location
Address

Proposal

Issue
Date

Otewa Holdings Ltd

540 Otewa Rd

Two bay,
monoslope
roof
addition to existing pole shed

14/07/14

16,500

Otewa Holdings Ltd

Otewa Rd

Build new 3 bedroom dwelling
with attached garage

14/07/14

303,000

Te Koraha Farms Ltd

New Entry & New Deck and
relocated fire and new cladding

14/07/14

50,000

Cattle Underpass

14/07/14

64,500

ED McSweeney
J & G Dalziel

88 Kihi Rd
586 Mangawhio
Rd
591
Mangatutu
Rd
Mangauika Rd

Hay Barn and Storage Shed
Erect Single Garage

14/07/14
14/07/14

46,000
10,290

K R Tapara

13 Te Kanawa St

Three Bedroom, internal access
to double garage, electric hot

14/07/14

267,627

N & G Brewster

54A Turongo St

New timber framed 3 bedroom
dwelling with attached garage

15/07/14

185,500

Waratah
Limited

1035 Ormsby Rd

3x Span steel bridge with precast
concrete deck panels and

17/07/14

200,000

17/07/14
21/07/14

67,000
70,000

22/07/14
22/07/14
23/07/14
23/07/14
23/07/14

18,000
4,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

K & L Archer

Farms

$ Value

Starvale Ltd
C Stevenson

Mangatutu Rd
377 Bayley Rd

SE Megaw
Coull Farms
Z Cunliffe
CJ and E Roulston
R Archer

140 Martin Rd
151 Haurua Rd
690 Kawhia St
570 Waiwera St
14 Rangitahi St

Extension of two rooms to
existing cottage - 1 bedroom, 1
Extension to existing freezer.
New 9.00m x 12.60m Farm
Building
Installation of Insert Woodfire
Relocate Garage
Install a wood fire.
Install Wood burner

D Sharbor
K Earwaker

910 Moerangi Rd
549 Ngahape Rd

Install LTD Mega Ped Solid Fuel
Heater
Swimming pool

23/07/14
24/07/14

4,500
80,000

J & K Kettle & Tyler

Single storey 3 bedroom dwelling
with no garage

24/07/14

159,741

A J Rogers

328 Newman Rd
487
Ouruwhero
Rd

Installation of Masport Woodfire

24/07/14

6,000

D & C McKenzie

469 Rangiatea Rd

New 2 Bedroom Dwelling with
attached garage/workshop

30/07/14

240,000

A Shaw

5409
SH31
Kawhia Rd

Install New Mckenzie R1000
Freestanding Wood Burner.

31/07/14

5,000

27 Turongo St

Siting and foundations only of
portacom office.

5/08/14

13,000

C Bentley

9 Bluck Rd

To erect a new double garage for
the purpose of car storage

8/08/14

14,590

J R Pease

699 Rangiatea Rd

Proposed construction of farm
effluent storage tank.

8/08/14

80,000

M Falconer

19 Ngahape Rd
493
Wharepuhunga
Rd

Erecting new shed for storage
one lock-up bay.

15/08/14

24,150

Implement Shed

15/08/14

40,000

Otorohanga
Wardens

P Vossen

Maori
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JL Clark

83 KioKio Station
Rd

Kitchen/dining room addition,
internal layout renovations.

19/08/14

175,000

Coull Farms Ltd

686
Rd

Fire reinstatement, new
framing and cladding.

20/08/14

306,590
20,000
15,250

D N Hose
Barakat
M & V Wilson

&

V

Ouruwhero

roof

202 Mangawhero
Rd
44 Potts Rd

Addition of a conservatory to
existing dwelling
A New Lean-To Farm Building

20/08/14
20/08/14

Arohena Pastoral

4716 Mangare Rd

Supply and fit new septic tank
and effluent field (existing

25/08/14

MW & PM Hobbs

196
Rd

52m2 addition - extending
lounge/living area and creating

27/08/14

65,000

KD White

1134 Ngahape Rd

Adding 2 more bays to existing
outbuilding (Gable Pole Barn)

27/08/14

40,000

C Clarke
CW & KM Thomas

97
Phillips
Avenue
19 Te Kanawa St

Drill holes in exterior cladding
(28mm) and fill external
Erect Carport

27/08/14
28/08/14

2,485
4,464

Progressive
Enterprises Ltd

123 Maniapoto St

External plumbing work to reroute waste from the bakery

1/09/14

3,000

C & H W Clarke
Family Trust

238
Tauraroa
Valley Rd

Relocate Dwelling onto timber
foundation and onsite SWS

1/09/14

130,000

Mr GN Cronin

168 Te Kawa Rd

1 x 250 Solar Panel retrofitted to
180L Mains Pressure Hot

1/09/14

5,930

R & A Johnson

782 Otewa Rd

New 4 bedroom residential
dwelling with attached garage

3/09/14

430,710

R & M Henry

4 Glen View Ave

To replace existing Woodburner
with a Masport Free-standing

3/09/14

5,000

Otewa Holdings Ltd

Otewa Rd

Change DPC on bottom plates to
Hiandri system.

4/09/14

amendmt

G V & H P Wall
Family Trust

46 Roberts Rd

8 Bay Monoslope Roof Pole
Shed - 2 Bays Fully Enclosed

15/09/14

120,000

GD Wolvers
G & S Blackler

664 Ngahape Rd
230 Loop Rd

Remove and replace existing
timber frame roof
Installation of Woodfire

18/09/14
18/09/14

6,500
4,000

Otewa Holdings Ltd

536 Otewa Rd

Relocation of a 3 bedroom S/H
dwelling and large single

23/09/14

45,000

C & K Harris

126
Tauraroa
Valley Rd

Remove internal load bearing
wall, install new steel beam

23/09/14

40,000

T Henderson

642 Raglan Rd

Bathroom,
Shower,
WC,
Handbasin, Log Fire, Kitchenette

23/09/14

10,000

Department
of
Corrections
N & C Prendergast
Grand Total

Waikeria Rd
42 Pukewhau Rd

Amendment to the consented
construction of the prison
4 Bay Farm Building

24/09/14
29/09/14

amendmt
34,154
3,456,131

Puketarata
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Item 121

PLANNING REPORT FOR JULY TO SEPTEMBER 2014

To:

His Worship the Mayor & Councillors
Otorohanga District Council

From:

Environmental Services Manager

Date:

28 October 2014

Relevant Community Outcomes

Manage the natural and physical environment in a sustainable manner

Protect the special character of our harbours and their catchments

Recognise the importance of the Districts rural character
Executive Summary
Reporting on Resource Consents granted under Delegated Authority for the period 1 July to
30 September 2014.
Staff Recommendation
It is recommended that:
The Planning Report for July to September 2014 be received.
Report Discussion
During this quarter 14 consents (7 Landuse, 7 Subdivision) were granted under Delegated
Authority as set out in the table below. These approvals compare with 11 consents (7
Landuse, 4 Subdivision) granted in the same period last year.
Decisions by Ward

Wharepuhunga
Kio Kio Korakonui
Waipa
Tihiroa
Otorohanga
Kawhia Tihiroa
Total

Land Use
0
2
1
0
1
3
7

Subdivision
0
2
0
0
5
7

AR Loe
ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES MANAGER
Attachment – Resource Consent decisions
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Resource Consent Decisions - 1/06/14 to 30/09/14
No
Applicant/Location/Proposal
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------070016 R & F Muller
1463 S Hway 31 Kawhia Rd
Relocate dwelling older than 5 years

O/S Decision
LU

ARL GDA 11/06/14

130057

A & A Grigg
LU PRS GDA 19/06/14
58 Ocean Ridge Place
Build a dwelling that breaches boundary set back, daylight plane and
is adjacent to archaeological site.

140035

Z Cunliffe
LU PRS GDA 23/07/14
690 Te Kawa Street
Construct a Garage and a Dwelling which will encroach into the 15 metre
wide Other Yard.

140041

RM Johnson
LU
GDA 15/08/14
782 Otewa Road
To temporarily have two dwellings on one property that is less than 20
hectares in area.

140043

Zoe Anderson & Shaun Blank
LU PRS GDA 4/09/14
163C Ngahape Road
Build a Dwelling that will be Partially Sited within the 15 metre wide Other Yard.

140045

K Henry & C Henry
LU PRS GDA 4/09/14
412 State Highway 31 Kawhia Road
Dwelling Extension that encroaches the 15 metre wide Other yard.

140042

Butcher-Cumpstone Family Trust
21 & 23 Phillips Avenue
To Establish and Operate a Panel Shop Business

Total for L

LU

PRS GDA 19/09/14

SB

ARL GDA 6/06/14

7

140031

Geryha Limited
Te Tahi Road
s348 LGA - Create a Right of Way

140032

Reeve Agri Ltd
SB
224 Haurua Road
S127 Application to change or cancel conditions of RM130031

ARL GDA 25/06/14

140033

Slane Dairy Holdings Ltd
SB
457 Mangawhero Road
S127 Application to Change and Alter Conditions of RM110049.

PRS GDA 10/07/14

140034

M H Adams Family Trust
366 Old Te Kuiti Road
Creation of one additional lot

SB

PRS GDA 22/07/14

140038

L & M Sherman
179 Pearl Avenue
Boundary Relocation

SB

ARL GDA 7/08/14

140040

Andrew Shaw Family Trust
5409 State Highway 31 Kawhia Road
Boundary Relocation

SB

PRS GDA 26/08/14

140044

K P Greenhalgh
1165 Moerangi Road
Boundary Adjustment to Enclose Airstrip

SB

PRS GDA 4/09/14

Total for S

7
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Item 122

ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICERS REPORT FOR JULY TO SEPTEMBER
2014

To:

His Worship the Mayor & Councillors
Otorohanga District Council

From:

Environmental Services Manager

Date:

28 October 2014

Relevant Community Outcomes

The Otorohanga District is a safe place to live

Ensure services and facilities meet the needs of the Community

Recognise the importance of the Districts rural character
Executive Summary
A report from the Environmental Services Manager on Dog and Animal Control activities in
the District for the period July to September 2014.
Staff Recommendation
It is recommended:
That the Environmental Services Manager’s report on Dog and Animal Control for July to
September 2014 be received.
Animal Control Statistics
July

August

September

1.

No. of Registration Notices issued

10

14

18

2.

No. of Property visits for Registration Checks - Rural

27

15

31

3.

No. of Property visits for Registration Checks – Urban

21

27

41

4.

No. of Property visits for SOS

3

5

2

5.

No. of Property visits for Two Dog Permit

2

1

3

6.

No. of Complaints – Dogs Actioned

19

24

15

7.

No. of Complaints – Stock Actioned

7

6

6

8.

No. of Street Patrols Night – Otorohanga

6

5

5

9.

No. of Street Patrols Day – Otorohanga/Kawhia

3

4

5

10. No. of Enquiries – Registration/Dog Control/General

19

24

41

11. No. of Dogs Impounded

11

6

10

12. No. of Stock Impounded

-

-

-

13. No. of Written Warnings – Dog Infringement Notices

-

-

-

14. No. of Infringement Notices Issued

1

-

-

15. No. of Verbal Warnings – Dog Control

14

9

16
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Dog Registration Update
At the time of reporting Council has issued 2263 dog registration tags. This is consistent with
last year as the total at the end of June 2014 was 2475 tags. Penalty fees of 50% apply to all
unregistered dogs from 1 August. This year we mailed out approximately 140 penalty notices
to dog owners. From 1 September the Dog Control Officer attempts to contact or visit all
these owners. This is very frustrating and unproductive work as many of the owners have
moved out of district or the dogs have been transferred, sold or are dead. Although the Dog
Control Act requires an owner to notify Council of any changes and sets penalties for noncompliance it is not always practicable or reasonable to issue infringement notices. The
amount of work involved checking on unregistered dogs is reflected in the statistics for
property visits. Also of note is that only one infringement notice has been issued in this
quarter. This illustrates the tolerance Council and the Dog Control Officer allow in trying to
resolve dog registration matters without resorting to punitive measures. However the period
of grace is about to end as there are currently 60 owners who have not met their obligations
to register their dogs despite repeated reminders. It is likely that infringement notices will be
served on a number of these dog owners who also put at risk their selected owner status by
failing to comply.
AR Loe
ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES MANAGER
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Item 123

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH OFFICER/LICENSING INSPECTOR’S
REPORT FOR JULY – SEPTEMBER 2014

To:

His Worship the Mayor and Councillors
Otorohanga District Council

From:

Environmental Health Officer / Licensing Inspector

Date:

28 October 2014

Relevant Community Outcomes

The Otorohanga District is a safe place to live

Ensure services and facilities meet the needs of the Community

Promote the local economy and opportunities for sustainable economic development

Manage the natural and physical environment in a sustainable manner
Executive Summary
The Environmental Health Officer/ Licensing Inspector’s report for the three month period 1
July to 30 September 2014.
Staff Recommendation
It is recommended:
That the Environmental Health Officer / Licensing Inspector’s report for 1 July to 30
September 2014 be received.
Report Discussion
Alcohol
I attended the Alcohol Licensing Conference in Wellington on 3-5 September 2014. It was
well represented by the New Zealand Police, Ministry of Health and District Council Licensing
Inspectors. Interpretation of the new Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 has thrown up
some anomalies which are to be addressed by the Ministry of Justice in the form of
amendments to the Regulations. All licencing agencies are encouraged to forward evidence
where contradictions are found and clarification is required. Nationally, Agencies are waiting
for a decision from ARLA regarding a submission by Christchurch and Wellington City
Councils about supermarket and how single serve areas are to be interpreted
As expected, discussions were lively and jocular with some heated exchange of views
occurring. All in all, it was certainly informative and confirmed what we are doing with regards
to health promotion and enforcement is in line with national practices.
Liquor Licensing Statistics


On Licences - New

0

Renewals

0

Off Licences - New

1

Renewals

0



Club Licences - New
Renewals

0
1



Managers Certificates - New

2

Renewals

3
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Special licences

8



Temporary Licence

0

Health
Funeral Directors
Otorohanga District now has Ormsby Funeral Directors, 34 Turongo Street, Otorohanga and
is registered as a receiving office only i.e. preparing the deceased for viewing. They do not
have mortuary facilities and further application may be made at a future time.
Food premises
Otorohanga Superette, Turongo Street, Otorohanga, has registered as a new food premise
and is selling food normally retailed by this type of business. There have been no compliance
issues.
We received 1 food complaint regarding an insufficiently cooked takeaway meal. The
operator has put in preventative measures and the complainant (resident) was satisfied with
the outcome.
Infectious Disease
I have investigated 5 Cryptosporidiosis and 1 Campylobacter Enteritis infections this quarter.
All were children under 5 years old. These events were sporadic and are associated with the
children making contact with calves or lambs. General advice has given to prevent
transmission and recurrence.
Nuisance
We have received 1 dust and 1 smoke complaint from residents regarding activities in
neighbouring properties. Both were investigated and no recurrences have been reported.
Resource Management Act 1991
Noise
Stereo equipment was seized by Noise Control from a residence in Haerehuka Street,
Otorohanga after failing to comply with a 72 hour noise direction. The equipment remains
unclaimed and is stored by Council until the owner pays a fee and makes an undertaking to
prevent no further noise issues.

Mary Fernandez
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH OFFICER / LICENSING INSPECTOR
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Item 124

PROPOSED INCREASE OF BUILDING CONSENT FEES

To:

His Worship the Mayor & Councillors
Otorohanga District Council

From:

Environmental Services Manager

Date:

28 October 2014

Relevant Community Outcomes

The Otorohanga District is a safe place to live

Ensure services and facilities meet the needs of the Community

Promote the local economy and opportunities for sustainable economic development

Manage the natural and physical environment in a sustainable manner
Executive Summary
A report on proposed changes to building consent fees in order to increase the cost recovery
from building applications.
Staff Recommendation
It is recommended:
That the scheduled increase in buildings consent fees be approved for public notification.
Report Discussion
At the meeting in August 2014, Council resolved to increase the Building Control budget by
an additional $60,000. The purpose of this allocation was to fund the employment of an
additional Building Control Officer. The audit of Councils Building Control functions in August
2014 resulted in a requirement to increase resources in this area in order to meet the
statutory deadlines set by the Building Act at all times. For example, the target of 20 working
days to process a building consent was not achieved for 5% of the building consents issued
in the 2013/2014 financial year, meaning that about two consents a month ran over time. The
auditors stated that any delays attributed to illness, holidays or sudden absence of staff was
not acceptable and the department must be staffed and resourced accordingly.
To this end the position was advertised, and an additional officer will join the team in early
November. The direct cost of employing a junior Building Control Officer is in the region of
$60,000. At the August meeting the Environmental Services Manager advised that a report
would be placed before Council with a recommendation to increase Building Consent fees to
recover the cost of this additional officer.
Fees Proposal
The business model and operational constraints of a small building control operation such as
Otorohanga District mean there are no easy or soft options when looking to increase fees.
The number of consent applications is small, in the range of 200 to 250 per year yet the
geographical spread of those projects is very wide resulting in large amounts of dead time as
staff travel to and from building sites.
With such a small number of applications any cost recovery has to come from a very narrow
base. As the direct benefit of this function goes to a small portion of the Districts population it
would be difficult to argue for any increase of the rate payer contribution to this budget.
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In assessing the amount of the fee increase it is necessary to estimate the number of
applications that will be received going forward. This requires elements of science and
prophecy as the construction industry is cyclical but the highs and lows do not follow a steady
pattern. As stated we currently appear to be trending in an annual band of between 200 and
250 consents. There are always global and local events that can cause this number to
fluctuate widely.
For the purpose of this calculation I have separated consents into three bands.
1.
2.
3.

Under $20,000
$20,000 to $200,000
Over $200,000

Over the last two years the percentage of consents in each band has been approximately
1.
2.
3.

43%
42%
15%

To recover an additional $60,000 it will be necessary to increase the cost of consents in each
band by the following amount:
1.
2.
3.

$200
$250
$300

In addition the accreditation levy which is set to cover the cost of the IANZ audit fee of
$20,000 every two years should rise from $21 to $40 per consent.
In reaching a decision on any fee increase, Council should consider that this change has
been brought about by issues related to the building control process, and not the building
project. Therefore it is a cost that should be carried relatively equally by all consent
applications.
Such increases always impact more heavily on small or minor projects, however I would
caution against pushing the majority of cost onto the larger value projects where any increase
would seem less significant as a proportion of total cost.
Any increase to building control fees has to be publically notified. This process is usually
included in the notification and submissions on Councils Annual Plan. As this proposal is an
extraordinary fee increase, it will be necessary to publically advertise any fee increase with
the likely date of commencement for the new charges beginning 1 January 2015.
AR Loe
ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES MANAGER
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Item 125

SEISMIC ASSESSMENT OF COUNCIL OFFICE BUILDING

To:

His Worship the Mayor and Councillors
Otorohanga District Council

From:

Chief Executive

Date:

28 October 2014

Relevant Community Outcomes
 The Otorohanga District is a safe place to live
 Ensure services and facilities meet the needs of the Community
Executive Summary
The results of a seismic assessment of the Council office building are presented.
Staff Recommendation
It is recommended that:
The report be received.
Report Discussion
A seismic assessment report has been completed on the ODC Office Building.
This report was completed primarily in response to legislation that is being developed after
the Christchurch earthquakes that requires certain buildings to have a prescribed level of
safety against damage in earthquakes.
Whilst the currently suggested form of this legislation seems excessive, and its content is still
evolving in response to feedback, there is a clearly still a risk that substantial future costs
could be placed on property owners through a need to upgrade buildings to meet the
earthquake safety standards required by law and/or insurers.
As part of its duty to undertake planning, Council commissioned a seismic assessment of its
largest and most important building to obtain an indication of what order of cost might be
associated with these future upgrading requirements.
The Assessment
Chartered Professional Engineer Ross Roberts was engaged to assess the building in
accordance with the Initial Evaluation Procedure prescribed by the New Zealand Society for
Earthquake Engineering.
The assessment is against requirements stipulated in terms of percentage compliance with
the new building standards (NBS), which would be required of a newly constructed building.
An existing building is considered to be ‘potentially earthquake prone’ if it complies with less
than 34% of the NBS. There is a general requirement that buildings which fall into this
category should be upgraded.
The next lower risk category being a ‘potential earthquake risk’ if compliance is with between
34% and 66% of NBS. At 67% NBS or above the building is classified as ‘unlikely to be an
earthquake risk’, the lowest risk category.
The Council offices have a history of extensions and modifications spanning almost 60 years.
However, as a testament of good design and construction practice the building remains
sound.
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The new Building Code assigns ‘Importance Levels’ to all buildings dependant on their use
and the necessity for them to withstand and continue functioning after severe natural events.
Each successive level requires additional building strength to withstand events of increasing
orders of magnitude. For instance, a building of level 2 importance (into which category most
buildings fall) must withstand an earthquake with a 1 in 500 year return period whereas a
building of level 4 importance (the very highest level, which is applicable only to extremely
important buildings, such as those to be used as Civil Defence Headquarters in an
earthquake) has to resist the impact of an extremely severe 1 in 2500 year event.
This classification system is however nationally based, and does not take account of regional
variations in respect of earthquake risk. The severity of an earthquake that has an average
return period of 2500 years in the Central Waikato – which is one of the least earthquake
prone regions in the country – is almost certainly significantly less than the average across all
of NZ, which includes some very earthquake prone areas.
The original Council building was constructed of reinforced concrete in 1957 and extended
with similar materials in 1971. Some further single storey additions of timber frames with
masonry infill and light steel roofing were made in 1984.
Assessed as a building of importance level 2, most of the Council concrete office building is
indicated to have a very high level of compliance, much of it at 92% NBS, and is therefore in
the lowest risk category, with no seismic strengthening work required.
Assessed as a building of importance level 4, much of the Council concrete office building is
indicated to be at 55% NBS, with the 1984 masonry structure and extensions having a rating
of 47% NBS.
An overall assessment at level 4 importance is therefore ‘not potentially earthquake prone,
but being a potential earthquake risk’.
Such an assessment indicates that some seismic strengthening work is not compulsory, but
might be appropriate if the building is intended to be used as a Civil Defence Headquarters
following a severe earthquake.
In considering this it is however believed that account should be taken of the following
factors:








The prescribed assessment levels and risk does not take account of the central
Waikato being one of the lowest risk areas for severe earthquakes in all of NZ.
The most structurally important parts of the Council building are the lower walls in the
double storey sections of the building, and these are generally constructed of
reinforced concrete with NBS percentages that are substantially above the 33%
threshold.
There are potentially alternatives to the use of the Council building as a Civil Defence
Centre in the event of a severe earthquake. The Freightlines buildings on Main North
Road are currently defined as a potential alternative CD centre that could be used in
the Council offices were made unusable through flooding etc.
At this stage the cost of building modifications required to achieve A 67%+ NBS rating
for importance level 4 is not known, and it could be expensive both to determine this
cost, and to carry out the physical works required.
Any risks to people that do exist in respect of earthquake damage to the building (and
these risks are considered very low) are likely to be confined to inside the building.
The exterior features of the building, which includes an extremely substantial steel
framed verandah, are unlikely to pose any risk to pedestrians, and indeed might offer
some protection to passers by.

On balance it is believed that there is not justification for further investigation or work in
respect of seismic strengthening of the Council office building at this time.
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Other Council Buildings
The office building is by far the most substantial building owned by Council, and is the only
such building of double storey construction. For this reason it was selected as the first
building to be seismically assessed.
The risks posed by other Council buildings are suspected to be lower than that of the office,
but there is nevertheless a need for these risks to also be assessed.
It is however believed that based upon the relatively positive assessment for the office
building the other Council buildings are unlikely to pose an immediate risk, and that it
therefore would be appropriate to defer the assessments of the other Council buildings until
such time as associated legislation is finalised.
Associated Issue – Building Facades
Discussion with the consultant conducting the assessment in relation to the fact that the
Council building is unlikely to pose a risk to pedestrians in the event of an earthquake
highlighted the fact that this is in sharp contrast to many other buildings on Otorohanga’s
main street, for which the potential collapse of building verandahs, parapets and facades onto
the street is a substantial threat.
A potential response to this broader issue is discussed in another report in this agenda.
Dave Clibbery
CHIEF EXECUTIVE

Attachments
b.

RW & V Roberts Seismic Assessment Report, 30 September 2014
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Item 126

SHOP FRONT FACADES AND VERANDAHS MAINTENANCE

To:

His Worship the Mayor and Councillors
Otorohanga District Council

From:

Chief Executive

Date:

28 October 2014

Relevant Community Outcomes
 The Otorohanga District is a safe place to live
Executive Summary
The need for regulation of shop front verandahs is discussed.
Staff Recommendation
It is recommended:
That a draft bylaw covering the construction, inspection and maintenance of shop fronts and
verandahs over public footpaths in the Otorohanga District is prepared for consideration by
Council.
Report Discussion
The maintenance, upkeep and safety of shop fronts and verandahs was raised during
discussions with Structural Engineer Ross Roberts in respect of the seismic assessment of
the Council office building. A large number of the fatalities in the Christchurch earthquake
were caused by masonry shop fronts and attached verandahs collapsing onto footpaths and
streets and this discussion again highlighted the fact that that ageing shop fronts and
verandahs in many New Zealand towns, including Otorohanga and Kawhia, could suffer
similar failure.
This is not a new observation; Council’s building inspection staff have for some time been
concerned about the deteriorating condition of these structures, and the potential resultant
hazards.
While the final form of the Earthquake Prone Building regulations is not yet known, it is widely
anticipated that it will include a requirement for councils to survey and assess shop front
facades and verandahs over footpaths.
Safety issues in respect of verandahs are however not confined to earthquakes.
Over the past five years Council staff have inspected about 30% of the shop front verandahs
in the Otorohanga main street. These inspections have revealed a general lack of
maintenance, corroded connections to facades, additional loading from air conditioning units
and poorly secured signage. Brief inspection reports were written and sent to the relevant
building owners, but most of these requests to building owners to repair or upgrade their
verandahs have not been acknowledged or actioned.
With such a lack of response and the current general low level of maintenance to verandahs,
their condition is inevitably going to continue to deteriorate, probably at an accelerating rate.
Although the likelihood of a severe earthquake in the Otorohanga District is low, discussion
with Ross Roberts has reinforced the view of Council staff that some of the verandahs in
Otorohanga may be at or approaching a condition where they could collapse in a heavy hail
storm or very strong winds.
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Regulatory Tools
There is currently no bylaw or policy that effectively addresses the maintenance and upkeep
of verandahs over public places in the District. It is ODC’s position that the ownership and
maintenance of such structures is the responsibility of the building owner, but these
structures do however occupy space over a public place and the Local Government Act gives
Council the authority to approve, permit or licence such an occupation. As such Council can
require the structure to be removed.
Council does however see benefit in having verandahs over the footpath in front of shops,
and this is reflected in District Plan requirements for verandahs on new buildings constructed
in the ‘Pedestrian Precinct’ CBD areas in Otorohanga and Kawhia. Council’s preference is
therefore to not exercise its power to require the removal of existing verandahs.
The cost to repair verandahs can however be substantial, particularly when the supporting
facades also require renovation and strengthening. In some instances demolition of the
verandah is seen by the owner as a favourable alternative and several years ago a verandah
in Otorohanga was dismantled. Although the property owner assured Council staff that it
would be reinstated, this work was never completed. Again in the absence of a bylaw council
has no ability to require its reinstatement, and if more such removals were to take place,
Maniapoto Street could become an untidy mixture of covered and uncovered shop frontages,
which has potential to adversely affect retail business in the town.
For these reasons it is suggested that Council needs to give some thought to adopting
suitable regulatory tools to allow staff to require property owners to undertake a proactive
programme of maintenance and repairs on verandahs to ensure the safety of all street users.
Attached is a copy of the Auckland City Bylaw that covers installation, maintenance and
inspection of shop fronts and verandahs.
It is suggested that staff prepare a draft of a possible similar bylaw for this district, for
consideration by Council.
As members will be aware any proposed bylaw must go through a consultative process, and
hence this is just a starting point for discussion of this matter.

Dave Clibbery
CHIEF EXECUTIVE

Attachments
c.

Auckland City Council Bylaw No. 6 (part)
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Item 127

ANNUAL REPORT TO 30 JUNE 2014

To:

His Worship the Mayor and Councillors
Otorohanga District Council

From:

District Accountant

Date:

28 October 2014

Relevant Community Outcomes

Ensure services and facilities meet the needs of the Community

Foster an involved and engaged Community
Executive Summary
The Annual Report for the year ended 30 June 2014 is attached under separate cover.
Staff Recommendation
It is recommended that:
The Annual Report for the year ended 30 June 2014 be adopted.

Brendan O'Callaghan
DISTRICT ACCOUNTANT
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Item 128

CARRYOVERS 2013/14/15

To:

His Worship the Mayor and Councillors
Otorohanga District Council

From:

District Accountant

Date:

28 October 2014

Relevant Community Outcomes

Ensure services and facilities meet the needs of the Community
Executive Summary
A list of the capital carryovers identified from the 2013/14 financial year for consideration and
approval by Council.
Staff Recommendation
It is recommended:
That Council adopts the carryovers as listed.
Report Discussion
With the completion of the financial audit for the year ended 30 June 2014, the following
carryovers of capital funding are proposed from that financial year into the current year.
2013/14
budget
allocation

Amount
spent to 30
June 2014

Proposed
carry
over
amount

Kawhia Wharf –
Replace Pontoon
Matting

5,000

2,240

2,760

Cash
surplus

Oto Housing –
Replace fuse boxes

5,000

-

5,000

Rental
income

Council Building Aircon Units

20,000

12,075

7,925

Cash
surplus

24,000

-

24,000

Cash
surplus

Pump renewals required in
the current year

5,000

3,522

1,500

Cash
surplus

Purchase and installation
of data logger

Furniture & Fittings
– Website
Development

35,000

19,084

16,000

Cash
surplus

Ongoing development of
website, including online
payments

Roading – Footpath
maintenance

72,000

-

72,000

Cash
surplus

Contract deferred due to
poor tender prices
received

Item

Oto Water
Treatment – Pump
Renewals
Ranginui RWS –
Sundry Renewals
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Funding
Method
Reason
Work carried over due to
other work on wharf
requiring removing deck
board, will replace matting
after these are replaced.
Fuse box replacement not
able to be scheduled in
2013/14
Additional work required
on air conditioning in
Interview Room and
Executive Wing
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Furniture & Fittings
– Computer
Hardware

60,000

49,286

10,714

Cash
surplus

Computers coming due for
replacement in the current
year

Furniture & Fittings
– Computer
Software

30,000

16,196

13,804

Cash
surplus

New testing costs for
software upgrade with test
server

B O'Callaghan
DISTRICT ACCOUNTANT
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Item 129

DEVELOPMENT & FINANCIAL CONTRIBUTIONS POLICY

To:

His Worship the Mayor and Councillors
Otorohanga District Council

From:

Chief Executive

Date:

28 October 2014

Relevant Community Outcomes

Ensure services and facilities meet the needs of the Community

Executive Summary
Suggested changes to Council's Policy on Development and Financial Contributions are
presented.
Staff Recommendation
It is recommended that:
1.

The requirement for a Development Contribution in respect of an additional water
reservoir for Kawhia is removed.

2.

The requirement for a Development Contribution in respect of an additional water
supply main linking Thomson and Harper Avenues is removed.

3.

Development Contribution levels for particular projects for are set in accordance with
the content of this report.

4.

Existing Financial Contributions and the methodologies used to establish these
contributions remain unchanged.

5.

The tabled revised draft Policy on Development and Financial Contributions is
approved, to be consulted upon as part of the Long term Plan process.

Report Discussion
It is proposed that Council reviews its Development and Financial Contributions Policy
('DCP') as part of the 2015-25 LTP development process. This report is intended as the basis
of such a review.
Council's DCP was introduced on 1 July 2007, and reviewed in 2009 and 2012. Issues in
relation to this policy have been presented to previous Councils, and this approach to funding
infrastructural capacity improvements is still not perfect.
Experience of other Councils has shown that extensive use of Development Contributions to
fund such works can create problems when the rate of property development declines, as it
did following the 2008 economic crisis. Interest costs cannot be incorporated into
Development Contributions, and hence when recovery of costs through receipt of
contributions is deferred, substantial additional costs can be imposed on general ratepayers.
The Otorohanga District experienced a decline in development activity after the policy was
first introduced, but fortunately ODC's use of Development Contributions has not been
extensive, and the lower than expected contribution revenues have not significantly affected
Council's financial position.
Local Government Amendment Act 2014
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There have been recent changes to the Local Government Act in respect of how
Development Contributions can be used.
These amendments both clarify the purpose and principles of Development Contributions and
establish a framework for management of objections to the imposition and extent of such
contributions. Clarification in respect of the former matter comes through the new sections of
the act below (in italics).
197AA Purpose of development contributions
The purpose of the development contributions provisions in this Act is to enable territorial authorities to
recover from those persons undertaking development a fair, equitable, and proportionate portion of the
total cost of capital expenditure necessary to service growth over the long term.
197AB Development contributions principles
All persons exercising duties and functions under this subpart must take into account the following
principles when preparing a development contributions policy under section 106 or requiring
development contributions under section 198:
(a) development contributions should only be required if the effects or cumulative effects of
developments will create or have created a requirement for the territorial authority to provide or
to have provided new or additional assets or assets of increased capacity:
(b) development contributions should be determined in a manner that is generally consistent with
the capacity life of the assets for which they are intended to be used and in a way that avoids
over-recovery of costs allocated to development contribution funding:
(c) cost allocations used to establish development contributions should be determined according
to, and be proportional to, the persons who will benefit from the assets to be provided (including
the community as a whole) as well as those who create the need for those assets:
(d) development contributions must be used—
(i) for or towards the purpose of the activity or the group of activities for which the
contributions were required; and
(ii) for the benefit of the district or the part of the district that is identified in the
development contributions policy in which the development contributions were required:
(e) territorial authorities should make sufficient information available to demonstrate what
development contributions are being used for and why they are being used:
(f) development contributions should be predictable and be consistent with the methodology and
schedules of the territorial authority’s development contributions policy under sections 106, 201,
and 202:
(g) when calculating and requiring development contributions, territorial authorities may group
together certain developments by geographic area or categories of land use, provided that—
(i) the grouping is done in a manner that balances practical and administrative efficiencies
with considerations of fairness and equity; and
(ii) grouping by geographic area avoids grouping across an entire district wherever
practical.

These amendments to the Act have been made largely in response to some Councils using
developments contributions in a relative ‘broad-brush’ manner where there were not always
strong linkages between the parties paying contributions, and those receiving the associated
benefits.
These amendments do however have little relevance to ODC’s existing Development
Contributions Policy, since the linkages between contribution and benefit within it have
always been extremely strong.
As such (and taking account of previous discussions indicating an absence of better
alternatives) it is not proposed to give further consideration to the fundamental issues and
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principles associated with Development Contributions, and this review will instead be limited
to revising the basis and charges for particular contributions.
Development Contribution Funded Projects
Council currently levies Development Contributions in respect of the following capacity
improvement projects:
1.

Widening straightening and other minor safety improvements to Mangati, Te Tahi and
Hanning Roads (ongoing)

2.

Construction of an additional water reservoir in Otorohanga (scheduled for 2018/19)

3.

Installation of an additional water storage reservoir in Kawhia (completed in 2010)

4.

Construction of new water main linking Thomson and Harper Avenues in Otorohanga
(scheduled for 2016/17)

5.

Upgrade to Otorohanga wastewater treatment system (largely completed in 2011/12,
but potentially some further work in 2017/18)

6.

Construction of additional storm water drain in the SH3/Factory Drive area,
Otorohanga (completed in 2010)

Further comments on these projects, and proposed changes to levied contributions are
provided in the following sections.
Road Improvements - Mangati, Te Tahi and Hanning Roads
These roads on the eastern flank of Pirongia Mountain – parts of which are narrow and
winding - have been the site of significant property development since the early 2000’s, with
numerous small subdivisions of rural land creating additional ‘lifestyle blocks’.
Whilst the impact of individual developments on the vehicle carrying capacity of these roads
has typically been small, they have together created a cumulative effect that was likely to
result in the safe traffic carrying capacities of these roads being exceeded as these newly
created lots became occupied.
In 2007 a package of works was defined to widen and straighten sections of these roads to
improve traffic safety in response to the developments that had already occurred. The cost of
this work has been subsequently escalated, and adjusted to take account of the decreasing
availability of NZTA subsidy.
Existing Contributions
Road improvement works (widening and straightening) with a total unsubsidised GST
exclusive cost (adjusted to 2012 values) of $1.819 million have been identified, which was
expected to benefit 149 Household Equivalent Units ('HEUs') on these roads, of which
approximately one third had full completed development and become occupied prior to the
introduction of Development Contributions.
The scheduling of these works will reflect the extent of further development occurring on
these roads. In recent times the level of such activity has decreased to a relatively low level.
Dividing the $1.819 million cost by the estimated benefiting 149 HEUs gives a GST inclusive
Development Contribution of $14,039 per HEU, applicable only to developments on these
three roads.
These planned works were however in general considered only to provide a ‘catch-up’ in
terms of road standards, that would make the roads safe for the traffic volumes associated
with full occupation of all the subdivisions approved up to 2007, and that further entirely new
development could once again result in road capacities being exceeded.
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The potential for such further road capacity shortfalls was greatest if there was substantial
additional subdivision activity on the upper sections of Te Tahi and Mangati Roads, where not
only are some of the adjoining sections of road particularly narrow and tortuous, but also the
extra traffic generated will have an effect on a greater length of ‘downstream’ road.
The road improvement works funded by the previously described Development Contributions
are therefore not considered sufficient to enable significant new development to occur on the
upper sections of these roads, these being Road Positions (RP) of 1.9 to 4.9 km on Te Tahi
Road and 4.95 to 8.8 km on Mangati Road.
For this reason where application is made for a new development on these upper sections of
the roads applicants have been required to demonstrate that the associated additional traffic
generation resulting from the development would be adequately mitigated by additional road
improvement works undertaken at the developer’s own cost that are over and above those
funded by the Development Contribution fee described previously.
The most practical means by which an applicant could meet the above requirement would be
through payment of an additional Financial Contribution (levied under the District Plan) that
would be used to fund part of a program of additional works identified by Council as being
appropriate.
The level of the Financial Contribution is determined based on a sliding scale that takes
account of the location of the property on the road, and how much of the road they therefore
use.
Standard formulae for the value of such contributions have been prepared, and examples of
figures calculated by these formulae are below. All figures are per HEU and exclusive of
GST.
RP (km)
Mangati ($)
Te Tahi ($)

2
NA
711

3
NA
4101

4
NA
7491

4.9
1753
10542

5
2397
NA

6
8838
NA

7
15279
NA

8
21720
NA

8.8
26873
NA

Revised Contributions - Roading
There is considered a need to retain contributions towards the works on these three roads.
The original issue motivating the introductions of contributions is not yet resolved.
The calculation of contributions for capacity improvements on these roads is complex and
based on a number of assumptions, the validity of which may change. Since the last review
there have been changes to both the likely availability of NZTA subsidy and the likely cost of
the works (through inflation) that might suggest that the level of contributions should again be
increased.
It is however believed that because of the relative imprecision of the estimation process it is
not appropriate to repeatedly ‘fine tune’ contribution levels upwards through such
adjustments. It is therefore proposed that no changes are made to either the existing
Development or Financial Contributions in respect of these roads.
Project

Capacity improvements - Mangati, Te
Tahi and Hanning Roads

Current Development
Contribution per HEU
(GST inclusive)
$14,039
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Otorohanga Water Supply Projects
1.

Additional Water Reservoir

There is already a need to improve water storage capacity in Otorohanga, and this need will
be exacerbated by any further growth. It is therefore believed that a contribution towards the
cost of an additional water reservoir should therefore be required from property developers,
despite the level of growth being low in recent years.
It was originally envisaged that this increase in storage capacity would be in conjunction with
a substantial increase in water treatment capacity, achieved as part of a major upgrade of the
water treatment plant to meet the requirements of the NZ Drinking Water Standards.
The need for these capacity increases was based upon the perceived potential for an
extension of the ‘Westridge’ residential subdivision (for which a developer purchased land in
2005) and other growth within the community.
On this basis it was planned that the additional reservoir would be a 1000m3 timber tank,
located at Thomson Avenue. This would both achieve compliance with water storage
guidelines established by the Ministry of Health and provide additional water storage capacity
to service 1,000m3 of additional average daily water consumption. Assuming this additional
capacity was completely used to service growth it would provide for 434 HEUs assuming an
average household mean day maximum month consumption of 2.3m3 per day. Assuming
100% of the growth proportion of the capital expenditure is funded through Development
Contributions, the fee per additional HEU would therefore be the total project cost divided by
434.
A subsequent reduction of projected water consumption growth, together with less than
expected requirements in respect of water treatment upgrading did however result in growth
related water storage capacity provision being reduced to either:
i.

Construction of a 1000m3 timber tank at Thomson Avenue as described, but with the
assumption that only 25% of this capacity was for growth (servicing an additional 108
HEUs) with the remaining 75% being for level of service improvement; or

ii.

Construction of a smaller (circa 350m3) timber tank at Mountain View Road, purely to
accommodate growth. The current cost of such a smaller reservoir is estimated to be
$130,000, and using the same methodology as above, would be expected to be
sufficient to service an additional 152 HEUs.

The fees per HEU for either of these reservoir options are very similar, and it was therefore
not considered critical which option was selected for the purpose of setting the level of the
Development Contribution. Option i) was however used for consistency with the previous
policy, resulting in a Development Contribution fee of $987 (inclusive of GST) per HEU being
set in 2012.
Since that time a continued lack of growth, and an associated deferral of the new reservoir
construction has however slightly changed the form of the proposed works.
When the contribution for the additional reservoir was first implemented, a timber tank was
selected based on belief that the lower cost and security of such a reservoir was appropriate
because it would complement two existing concrete tanks that were expected to have
substantial remaining life.
Now, with the new reservoir construction scheduled for 2020/21, it is believed that the
existing concrete tanks may by that time be approaching the end of their lives, and to
maintain the same overall level of supply security it would be preferable for the new reservoir
to be of the more robust concrete construction. An estimate for such a reservoir of 1000m3
capacity at Thomson Avenue is $498,000 excluding GST.
Taking 25% of this cost, dividing it by 108 HEUs and adding 15% GST gives a new
contribution fee of $1,319 per HEU.
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2.

Thomson – Harper Avenue Water Main

The other Otorohanga water supply project proposed for funding by Development
Contribution is the construction of a new water main linking Thomson and Harper Avenues, to
support potential further development in that area, such as an extension of the ‘Westridge’
subdivision. A cost of $65,000 excluding GST was estimated in 2012 for this project, which
would benefit an additional 158 HEUs.
The likelihood of such a development in the near future does however now appear remote,
with only 3 Development Contributions being received from the associated area of benefit
since the contribution was instituted in 2007.
For this reason, and the legal requirement that there is not an excessive delay between
contributions being collected and the associated works proceeding, it is suggested that this
contribution should be discontinued.
Because no works of any type associated with this contribution have been conducted, it
would be necessary to refund the received contributions (which have a total value of $1147)
to the contributors in accordance with the requirements of section 209 of the LGA.
Revised Contributions – Otorohanga Water
Further to the preceding comments, proposed revisions to water supply related Development
Contributions in Otorohanga are as follows:
Project

Additional Reservoir
Thomson / Harper Ave. Ring Main

Current Development
Contribution per HEU
(GST inclusive)
$987
$473

Proposed Development
Contribution per HEU (GST
inclusive) – 2015 on
$1,319
Not Applicable

Kawhia Water Supply Project
Currently a Development Contribution fee of $1,558 inclusive of GST is applicable to new
developments in Kawhia for the purpose of funding the additional timber tank water reservoir
of 400 m3 capacity that was installed in late 2010.
Amongst the range of measures implemented to control demand for water in Kawhia is
however a system of Peak Season Metered Water Charges (PSMWC). This is intended to
provide an alternative method of funding growth related capital expenditure on water supply,
in a manner that also provides an on-going incentive to reduce water use. Council may, at its
discretion choose to not apply a Development Contribution towards the cost of the water
reservoir whilst the PSMWC system is in effect, and to date this approach has been taken,
with the Development Contribution not being subsequently used.
A further development in 2012 was however the agreement by the Ministry of Health to
retrospectively subsidise 85% of the cost of the reservoir installation. This reduction of cost to
the community, combined with the fact that the existing Development Contribution is not
being applied and the recent low level of property development in Kawhia, suggests that the
existing Development Contribution for the Kawhia water reservoir should be discontinued.
Proposed revisions to water supply related Development Contributions in Kawhia are
therefore as follows:
Project

Additional Kawhia Reservoir (2010)

Current Development
Contribution per HEU
(GST inclusive)
$1588
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Otorohanga Wastewater Project
Whilst the upgrading recently undertaken (or planned) to the Otorohanga wastewater system
was primarily focussed on improving effluent quality, it also includes a small component of
works to provide additional capacity that can accommodate future growth of the community.
This 'growth' component was estimated to comprise 5% of the works by capacity and value.
As such 5% of the total cost of planned works (estimated in 2012 to be $1,383,400 excluding
GST in 2011/12 and 2017/18) would be expected to provide treatment capacity adequate for
55 additional HEUs.
Dividing this 5% ($69,170) by 55 HEUs and adding GST gives a contribution fee of $1,446
per HEU.
The potential need for such a contribution is considered to remain, and since most of the
associated cost has already been spent, no change to the fee is proposed.
Project

Otorohanga Wastewater Treatment

Current Development
Contribution per HEU
(GST inclusive)
$1,446

Proposed Development
Contribution per HEU (GST
inclusive) – 2015 on
$1,446

Storm Water Capacity Project SH 3 / Factory Drive area, Otorohanga
This project, to construct an additional stormwater pipe running parallel to an existing pipe
under SH3 and through the grounds of downstream business premises was identified in the
2009 LTCCP and Development Contributions Policy.
The need for the works was caused by the potential development of 268 additional HEUs.
This total comprised 36 Council developed residential lots, 112 potential further 'Westridge'
residential lots and the equivalent of 120 HEUs in an industrial area development.
The work was completed in 2010 at a total cost of $235,192 excluding GST. The division of
this cost by the number of HEUs gives a gives a GST inclusive Development Contribution of
$1,009 per HEU.
With the project and associated expenditure having been fully completed in 2011, there is
considered no reason to change this Development Contribution.
Project
Storm Water Capacity – SH3 / Factory
Drive area.

Current Development
Contribution per HEU
(GST inclusive)
$1,009

Proposed Development
Contribution per HEU (GST
inclusive) – 2015 on
$1,009

Dave Clibbery
CHIEF EXECUTIVE
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Item 130

KAWHIA MEDICAL CENTRE ROOF

To:

Mayor and Councillors
Otorohanga District Council

From:

Engineering Manager

Date:

28 October 2014

Relevant Community Outcomes
 Ensure services and facilities meet the needs of the Community
Executive Summary
Approval for additional expenditure is sought in respect of replacing the roof of the Kawhia
Medical Centre.
Staff Recommendation
It is recommended:
That Council approves expenditure of $20,500 for the purpose of replacing the roof of the
Kawhia Medical Centre.
Report Discussion
It is planned to replace the roof of the Kawhia Medical Centre during the current financial year
to address persistent leakage of water into that building.
A budget allocation of $12,000 was made for this purpose, which was based upon an
estimate provided by a Kawhia builder.
Recent attempts to award this work have received a poor response from contractors,
presumably because of the general reluctance of tradesmen to travel to Kawhia if more local
work is available. Only one tender has been received, with a GST exclusive price of just over
$17,000 for a ‘like for like’ roof replacement, but this tenderer has expressed a view that
some leakage may also be associated with the current configuration of the roof, and that it
would be advisable to make some modification to the roof and gutters that would increase the
price of the works to approximately $20,500. Council staff believe that there is merit in the
proposed modifications.
The local builder upon whose estimate the budget allocation was based declined to tender.
The variance between the allocated budget and the received tender prices are substantial on
a relative basis, and hence it is felt that staff should not award the work without approval from
Council and the Kawhia Community Board, since this building is jointly funded by Kawhia and
the District.
The alternative of deferring the work to perhaps obtain a better price next year has been
considered, but the leakage of water into this building has been occurring for some time, and
because of the importance of maintaining a medical practice in Kawhia it is considered
desirable to remedy this issue fairly promptly. There is also no assurance that a further
invitation to tender at a later date would draw a better response than that currently received.
Approval is therefore sought from Council for this expenditure outside of the allocated budget,
which is to be jointly funded by Kawhia and the District.
Accurate estimation of budgets for building works continues to pose a challenge. Following a
number of unreliable cost estimates for such works Council moved away from the previous
practice of staff preparing estimates themselves to seeking estimates from builders, but
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unfortunately this approach is also not consistently providing the level of accuracy that is
desirable.

Dave Clibbery
ENGINEERING MANAGER
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Item 131

SIGNIFICANCE AND ENGAGEMENT POLICY

To:

His Worship the Mayor & Councillors
Otorohanga District Council

From:

Finance and Administration Manager

Date:

28 October 2014

Relevant Community Outcomes

Foster an involved and engaged Community
Executive Summary
Attached is the final version of the Significance and Engagement Policy for Public
Consultation
Staff Recommendation
It is recommended:
That the Draft Significance and Engagement Policy be adopted and be made available to the
public fulfilling the requirements of Section 82A of the Local Government Act 2002 calling for
public submissions.
Report Discussion
At the Council meeting of 16th September a resolution was passed to adopt the Significance
and Engagement Policy template prepared under the auspices of the Waikato Mayoral
Forum.
A memo was circulated by the CEO that included additional information specific to ODC
needed to produce a Significance and Engagement Policy. That information has now been
included and Council is now required to adopt the draft policy before going through a
consultation period and calling for submissions.
The Significance and Engagement Policy must be adopted by 1 December 2014.

G.D Bunn
FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION MANAGER

Attachments
d.

Significance and Engagement Policy
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SIGNIFICANCE
& ENGAGEMENT
POLICY
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SIGNIFICANCE & ENGAGEMENT POLICY
Purpose and Scope
1.
2.
3.

To enable Council and its communities to identify the degree of significance attached to particular issues,
proposals, assets, decisions and activities.
To provide clarity about how and when communities can expect to be engaged in decisions made by
Council.
To inform Council from the beginning of a decision-making process about the extent, form and type of
engagement required.

Definitions
Community

Decisions

Engagement

Significance

Significant Activity

A group of people living in the same place or having a particular
characteristic in common. Includes interested parties, affected people and key
stakeholders
Refers to all the decisions made by or on behalf of Council including those
made by officers under delegation. (Management decisions made by officers
under delegation during the implementation of council decisions will not be
deemed to be significant).
Is a term used to describe the process of seeking information from the
community to inform and assist decision making. There is a continuum of
community involvement.
As defined in Section 5 of the LGA2002 “in relation to any issue, proposal,
decision, or other matter that concerns or is before a local authority,
means the degree of importance of the issue, proposal, decision, or
matter, as assessed by the local authority, in terms of its likely impact on,
and likely consequences for,—
(a) the district or region:
(b) any persons who are likely to be particularly affected by, or interested
in, the issue, proposal, decision, or matter:
(c) the capacity of the local authority to perform its role, and the financial
and other costs of doing so
Is an activity (or group of activities) as listed below:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)
viii)

Roading
Water Treatment and Supply
Waste Water Drainage and Treatment
Urban Stormwater Drainage
Otorohanga Flood Protection
Parks and Reserves and associated buildings
Cemeteries
Any other non-administrative activity that has an annual
operating expenditure greater than 5% of Council’s total
operating expenditure for that financial year.

Activity categories i to vii above are considered significant primarily
because of their strong relevance to the Purpose of Local Government as
defined in the Local Government Act and the extent of potential to change
the form and level of service in respect of that activity. Many of these
activities also represent a large proportion of overall Council expenditure.
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The inclusion of category viii reflects a belief that any discretionary
operational activity with a high cost is also significant in respect of the
need for cost-effectiveness in the defined Purpose of Local Government.
Strategic asset

Strategic aspirations

As defined in Section 5 of the LGA2002 “in relation to the assets held by a
local authority, means an asset or group of assets that the local authority
needs to retain if the local authority is to maintain the local authority's
capacity to achieve or promote any outcome that the local authority
determines to be important to the current or future well-being of the
community; and includes—
(a) any asset or group of assets listed in accordance with section 90(2) by
the local authority; and
(b) any land or building owned by the local authority and required to
maintain the local authority's capacity to provide affordable housing
as part of its social policy; and
(c) any equity securities held by the local authority in—
(i) a port company within the meaning of the Port Companies Act 1988:
(ii) an airport company within the meaning of the Airport Authorities Act
1966”
Refers to any high level, direction setting goal or document that the
Council aims to deliver.

Policy
4.

Engaging with the community is needed to understand the views and preferences of people likely to
be affected by or interested in a proposal or decision.

5.

An assessment of the degree of significance of proposals and decisions, and the appropriate level of
engagement, will therefore be considered in the early stages of a proposal before decision making
occurs and, if necessary, reconsidered as a proposal develops.

6.

The Council will take into account the following matters when assessing the degree of significance of
proposals and decisions, and the appropriate level of engagement:
 There is a legal requirement to engage with the community
 The level of financial consequences of the proposal or decision
 Whether the proposal or decision will affect a large portion of the community
 The likely impact on present and future interests of the community, recognising Māori culture
values and their relationship to land and water
 Whether the proposal affects the level of service of a significant activity
 Whether community interest is high
 Whether the likely consequences are controversial
 Whether community views are already known, including the community’s preferences about the
form of engagement
 The form of engagement used in the past for similar proposals and decisions
 How readily a potential decision would be reversible
If a proposal or decision is affected by a number of the above considerations, it is more likely to have
a higher degree of significance.

7.

8.

In general, the more significant an issue, the greater the need for community engagement.

9.

The Council will apply a consistent and transparent approach to engagement.
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10. Council is required to undertake a special consultative procedure as set out in Section 83 of the Local
Government Act 2002 , or to carry out consultation in accordance with or giving effect to Section 82
of the Local Government Act 2002 on certain matters (regardless of whether they are considered
significant as part of this policy).
11. For all other issues requiring a decision, Council will determine the appropriate level of engagement
on a case by case basis.
12. The Community Engagement Guide (attached) identifies the form of engagement Council will use to
respond to some specific issues. It also provides examples of types of issues and how and when
communities could expect to be engaged in the decision making process.
13. Joint Management Agreements, Memorandum of Understanding or any other similar high level
agreements will be considered as a starting point when engaging with Māori.
14. When Council makes a decision that is significantly inconsistent with this policy, the steps identified
in Section 80 of the Local Government Act 2002 will be undertaken.
15. When Council may not engage –
Information is always necessary for the decision making process. There may however be times when
it is not necessary, appropriate or possible to engage with the community on a matter of decision,
even if the matter or decision is significant.
Circumstances where community engagement may not be undertaken include the following, some
of which are described in Section 82 of the Local Government Act 2002:









Council already has a sound understanding of the views and preferences of the persons likely
to be affected or interested in the matter; or
There is a need for confidentiality or commercial sensitivity; or
The costs of consultation outweigh the benefits of it; or
The matter has already been addressed by the Council’s policies or plans, which have
previously been consulted on; or
An immediate or rapid response or decision is needed or it is not reasonably practical to
engage; or
Works are required unexpectedly or following further investigations on projects that have
already been approved by Council; or
The works required are of a ‘business as usual’ nature related to the operation and
maintenance of a Council asset and responsible management requires those works to take
place; or
Where Council has consulted on the same issue in the last 24 months
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SCHEDULE 1– STRATEGIC ASSETS
Section 5 of the Local Government Act requires the following to be listed in this Policy:
a. any asset or group of assets listed in accordance with section 76AA(3) by the local authority;
and
b. any land or building owned by the local authority and required to maintain the local authority's
capacity to provide affordable housing as part of its social policy; and
c. any equity securities held by the local authority in—
(i)
a port company within the meaning of the Port Companies Act 1988
(ii)
an airport company within the meaning of the Airport Authorities Act 1966

The following is a list of assets or group of assets that the council needs to retain if it is to maintain its
capacity to achieve or promote any outcome that it determines to be important to the current or future
well-being of the community.
All assets associated with Significant Activity categories i to vii as described under Definitions.
Land and Buildings provided for Housing for the Elderly at the following locations:
 Windsor Court, Haerehuka Street, Otorohanga
 Elizabeth Place, Rangitahi Street, Otorohanga
 Rosamund Terrace, Kawhia
3.25% shareholding in Waikato Regional Airport Ltd
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SCHEDULE 2 – COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT GUIDE
Community engagement is a process, involves all or some of the public and is focussed on
decision-making or problem-solving.
The International Association for Public Participation (IAP2) has developed a Public Participation
Spectrum to demonstrate the possible types of engagement with the community. This model also
shows the increasing level of public impact as you progress through the spectrum from left to
right - ‘inform’ through to ‘empower’. In simply ‘informing’ stakeholders there is no expectation of
receiving feedback, and consequently there is a low level of public impact. At the other end of the
spectrum, ‘empowering’ stakeholders to make decisions implies an increase in expectations and
therefore an increased level of public impact. Differing levels of engagement may be required
during the varying phases of decision-making on an issue, and for different stakeholders.
It will not always be appropriate or practicable to conduct processes at the ‘collaborate’ or
‘empower’ end of the spectrum. Many minor issues will not warrant such an involved approach.
Time and money may also limit what is possible on some occasions.
In general, the more significant an issue, the greater the need for community engagement.

Forms of engagement
The Council will use the Special Consultative Procedure (as set out in section 83 of the LGA
2002) where required to do so by law, including for the following issues requiring decisions:







The adoption or amendment of a Long Term Plan (in accordance with section 93 A of the
LGA 2002)
The adoption, amendment, or revocation of bylaws if required under section 156(1)(a) of
the LGA 2002
The adoption, amendment or revocation of a Local Alcohol Policy
The adoption or review of a Local Approved Products (Psychoactive Substances) Policy
The adoption or review of a class 4 venue policy under the Gambling Act 2003
The preparation, amendment or revocation of a waste management and minimisation plan

Unless already explicitly provided for in the Long Term Plan, the Council will seek to amend its
Long Term Plan, and therefore use the Special Consultative Procedure, when it proposes to:



alter significantly the intended level of service provision for any significant activity
undertaken by or on behalf of Council, including commencing or ceasing such an activity;
or
transfer the ownership or control of strategic assets, as listed in Schedule 1.

The Council will consult in accordance with, or using a process or a manner that gives effect to
the requirements of, section 82 of the LGA 2002 where required to do so by law, including for the
following specific issues requiring decisions::




Adopting or amendment the annual plan if required under section 95 of the LGA 2002
Transferring responsibilities to another local authority under section 17 of the LGA 2002
Establishing or becoming a shareholder in a council-controlled organisation
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Adopting or amending a revenue and financing policy, development contributions policy,
financial contributions policy, rates remission policy, rates postponement policy, or a policy
on the remission or postponement of rate on Māori freehold land

For such consultation, Council will develop information fulfilling the requirements of Section 82A
of the LGA 2002, will make this available to the public, allow written submissions for a period of
up to 4 weeks, and will consider all submissions prior to making decisions.
For all other issues, the following table provides an example of the differing levels of engagement
that might be considered appropriate, the types of tools associated with each level and the timing
generally associated with these types of decisions/levels of engagement.
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Council would generally
Council would advise the
advise the community once community once a draft
a decision is made
decision is made Council and
would generally provide the
community with up to 4
weeks to participate and
respond.

When the
community
can expect to
be involved
Council would generally
involve the community at
the start to scope the
after
again
issue,
been
has
information
collected and again when
being
are
options
considered.

External working groups
(involving community
experts)

Formal submissions and
hearings, focus groups,
phone surveys, surveys.

Websites
Information flyer
Public notices

Tools Council
might use

Council would generally
provide the community with a
greater lead in time to allow
them time to be involved in
the process. e.g. typically a
month or more.

Binding referendum
Local body elections

Election voting systems (MMP,
STV or first past the post)

The final decision making is in
the hands of the public. Under
the LGA 2002, the Mayor and
Councillors are elected to
make decisions on behalf of
their constituents.

Working together to develop
understanding of all issues
and interests to work out
alternatives and identify
preferred solutions.

River Plan

Two-way communications
designed to obtain public
feedback about ideas on
rationale, alternatives and
proposals to inform decision
making.

Empower

Collaborate

Rates review

One-way communication
providing balanced and
objective information to
assist understanding about
something that is going to
happen or has happened.

What does it
involve

Consult

Types of issues Hamilton Water
that we might restrictions
use this for

Inform

Level

Engagement tools and techniques
Over the time of decision making, Council may use a variety of engagement techniques on any
issue or proposal based on a range of other factors, including history and public awareness of
the issue, stakeholder involvement, and timing related to other events and budgets. Council will
also take into consideration that the community can feel ‘over consulted’. Each situation will be
assessed on a case-by-case basis.
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Item 132

WAIKATO SPATIAL PLAN: APPROVAL OF NON-LOCAL GOVERNMENT
NOMINEES TO THE WAIKATO SPATIAL PLAN JOINT COMMITTEE

To:

His Worship the Mayor & Councillors
Otorohanga District Council

From:

Chief Executive

Date:

28 October 2014

Relevant Community Outcomes

The Otorohanga District is a safe place to live

Ensure services and facilities meet the needs of the Community

Provide for the unique history and culture of the District

Promote the local economy and opportunities for sustainable economic development

Manage the natural and physical environment in a sustainable manner

Foster an involved and engaged Community

Protect the special character of our harbours and their catchments

Recognise the importance of the Districts rural character
Executive Summary
To seek Council approval to appoint non-local government representatives to sit on the Waikato
Spatial Plan Joint Committee. Four names are currently being put forward.
Staff Recommendation
It is recommended:
That Pursuant to clause 30 and 31 of Schedule 7 of the Local Government Act 2002 and in
accordance with section 3, Membership of the Waikato Spatial Plan Joint Committee Terms of
Reference, Otorohanga District Council resolves to appoint the following four non-local
government members, being Michael Spaans, Margaret Devlin, Dr Bev Gatenby and Tipene
(Steven) Wilson to the Waikato Spatial Plan Joint Committee.
Report Discussion
Council has confirmed its commitment to progress with a Waikato Spatial Plan and has
appointed Mayor Max Baxter as its representative on the Joint Committee who are charged with
developing the Spatial Plan.
Membership of the Joint Committee comprises a total of 15 members drawn from participating
local authorities (10 members) and 5 non-local government members. The Joint Committee
Terms of Reference requires the local government appointees to select and recommend 5 nonlocal government members to each participating Council.
The local government appointees met on Monday 15 September 2014 to consider all the
nominations received and have recommended the four people described in the first Attachment
to this report.
The Joint Committee will provide a robust governance structure for the Spatial Plan project, and
the membership and delegations provided in the terms of reference enable Council to have
confidence that the Waikato Spatial Plan Joint Committee will provide positive representation for
the Waikato on the Spatial Plan project.
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DC Clibbery
CHIEF EXECUTIVE
Attachments
e.
f.

Profiles of recommended non-Local Government members
Terms of Reference for the Waikato Spatial Plan Joint Committee
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Recommended
Person

Personal Profile

Michael Spaans

Self employed farmer since 1984. Current Director of Fonterra Co-op Grp
Ltd, DairyNZ, and Shoof International Ltd and Director/Chairman of
NZ/Waikato Innovation Park Ltd. A member of the Institute of Directors. 8
years as Chairman on Fonterra Shareholders’ Council’s Committees.
Diploma of Finance graduate and completed Rabobank Executive
Development Program for Primary Producers.

Margaret Devlin

Margaret is a professional Director operating predominantly in the
infrastructure and service sector. Her current governance portfolio
includes Chairman Rivet Scott Sheetmetal and Fabrication and Harrison
Grierson: Director of City Care, Hamilton Riverview Hotel and the
Institute of Directors Accreditation Board and Wel Networks. She is also
a co-opted Director of Water New Zealand and a Member of the National
Infrastructure Advisory Board and the University of Waikato Risk
Management Committee. She is an accredited member of the Institute of
Directors, a member of the Institute’s National Council and chairs the
Waikato branch.

Dr Bev Gatenby

Bev is well known within the community sector at both a regional and
national level. She was the Chief Executive of Social Services Waikato,
and is present the Chief Executive of Trust Waikato. In addition to her
strong regional involvement, Bev has held positions on the national
Community Sector Taskforce and the New Zealand Federation of
Voluntary Welfare Organisations. Bev has previously worked as a
consultant, researcher and writer, and lectured in communications and
management of not for profit organisations at the University of Waikato.
In 2004 she completed her doctoral research into issues of social justice,
governance and the community sector in New Zealand.

Tipene
Wilson

(Stephen) Tipene is owner and Chief Executive of Maximize Consultancy Ltd, a
company focused on maximising opportunity, creating value and
assisting corporate and government organisations to work productively
with Māori. He is a qualified RMA hearings commissioner and has
experience in a national management role. Tipene has worked with
Māori, corporate organisations, central and local government, and other
agencies in strategic and project planning and management across the
resource and environmental management sector.
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Item 133

ODC PROPOSED SCHEDULE OF ORDINARY MEETING DATES JANUARY
TO DECEMBER 2015

To:

His Worship the Mayor and Councillors
Otorohanga District Council

From:

Governance Supervisor

Date:

28 October 2014

Executive Summary
The proposed schedule of ordinary meeting dates for the period January to December 2015 are
listed below for consideration and adoption.
Staff Recommendation
It is recommended:
That the proposed schedule of ordinary meeting dates for the period January to December 2015
be approved in accordance with Clause 19 of the Seventh Schedule of the Local Government Act
2002.
Report Discussion
Pursuant to Clause 19 of the Seventh Schedule to the Local Government Act 2002, I hereby give
notice of the time and date for the ordinary meetings of the Otorohanga District Council for the
period January to December 2015.
Tuesday

20 January 2015
17 February 2015
17 March 2015
21 April 2015
19 May 2015
16 June 2015
21 July 2015
18 August 2015
15 September 2015
20 October 2015
17 November 2015
15 December 2015

TIME:

10.00am

VENUE:

Council Chambers

Colin Tutty
GOVERNANCE SUPERVISOR
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Item 134

APPLICATION FOR TEMPORARY ROAD CLOSURE – HAMILTON CAR
CLUB – NGUTUNUI HILLCLIMB

To:

His Worship the Mayor and Councillors
Otorohanga District Council

From:

Engineering Support Officer

Date:

28 October 2014

Relevant Community Outcomes

Provide for the unique history and culture of the District

Promote the local economy and opportunities for sustainable economic development

Foster an involved and engaged Community

Recognise the importance of the Districts rural character
Executive Summary
An application has been received from Hamilton Car Club for the following road closure within the
Otorohanga District, to enable the Hamilton Car Club to hold the Ngutunui Hillclimb.
Staff Recommendation
It is recommended:
That Purpose:

Ngutunui Hillclimb

Date:

Sunday, 1 March 2015

Details of Closure:

PEKANUI ROAD – entire length. Includes intersection with Scott Road
(no exit)
Period of Proposed Closure:

8.45am to 5.00pm

With the following conditions imposed:
1.

Persons will be allowed through in the event of an emergency.

2.

Hamilton Car Club is to pay an application fee of $400.00 towards administration of the
road closure to Otorohanga District Council.

3.

Hamilton Car Club is to pay for all advertising costs in appropriate newspapers. Public
notice advertisements are to be published in the Waitomo News.

4.

Hamilton Car Club is responsible for obtaining public liability insurance (and paying the cost
thereof) to a minimum value of $2,000,000. This is required to indemnify Council against
any damage to property or persons as a result of rally activities during the road closure
period.

5.

Hamilton Car Club is to comply with the objection provisions contained in the Transport
(Vehicular Traffic Road Closure) Regulations 1965.

6.

Hamilton Car Club is to liaise, and provide evidence of liaison with all operators and
businesses that may be affected by the road closures.

8.

Hamilton Car Club is to consult with all residents of all properties on the roads intending to
be closed and also residents on roads connecting with the roads intending to be closed,
including any no exit roads. Two mail drops to residents are also to be carried out. All
initial mail drops to residents are to be approved by Council staff before distribution
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commences. The subsequent mail drop is to be completed no later than ten full days
before the proposed closures.
9.

Hamilton Car Club is solely responsible for signposting and policing of the roads to be
closed, to ensure that only vehicles connected with the event have access to the road
closure areas. This includes arranging the delivery, erection and staffing of all road closure
barriers and the removal thereof after closures. All gates and entranceways are to be
taped and tape is to be removed thereafter.

10.

Signs advising of the road closures are to be erected at the start and end of the closed
portions of roads and on each intersecting road two weeks prior to the road closure. All
signs are to be removed immediately after the closure. A Hamilton Car Club representative
is to meet with Council Engineering staff regarding the required signs format, size, location
and quantity of signs for approval before they are manufactured and erected.

Report Discussion
Hamilton Car Club have applied for this road closure pursuant to the Tenth Schedule of the Local
Government Act 1974.
They are prepared to comply with the objection provisions contained in the Transport (Vehicular
Traffic Road Closure) Regulations 1965. Hamilton Car Club are in the process of obtaining
consents from residents of the affected areas, indicating agreement for the road closures. They
are also madding an initial letter drop and will carry out a reminder mail drop no later than ten full
days before the proposed closure.
At the suggestion of a resident, the Hamilton Car Club are donating trees to Ngutunui School to
offset the carbon emissions from this event, therefore making the event carbon neutral.
This event is also a major fundraising event for Ngutunui School, who provide an off-road venue,
sausage sizzle and catering for competitors and visitors to the school and the event.
The Car Club will also give the Ngutunui School a donation of $5 per entry and a share of the
profit from the catering.

Robyn Hodges
ENGINEERING SUPPORT OFFICER
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Item 135

NGA WAI O WAIPA CO-GOVERNANCE FORUM

To:

His Worship the Mayor & Councillors
Otorohanga District Council

From:

Chief Executive

Date:

28 October 2014

Relevant Community Outcomes

The Otorohanga District is a safe place to live

Ensure services and facilities meet the needs of the Community

Provide for the unique history and culture of the District

Manage the natural and physical environment in a sustainable manner

Recognise the importance of the Districts rural character
Executive Summary
The report of the meeting of the Nga Wai o Waipa Co-governance Forum held on 17 September
is attached under separate cover.
Staff Recommendation
It is recommended:
That the report of the meeting of the Nga Wai o Waipa Co-governance Forum be received.
DC Clibbery
CHIEF EXECUTIVE
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Item 136

ODC MATTERS REFERRED FROM 16 SEPTEMBER 2014

To:

His Worship the Mayor & Councillors
Otorohanga District Council

From:

Governance Supervisor

Date:

21 October 2014

Executive Summary
1.

COUNCIL

15 July 2014
i.

To give consideration in a workshop to establishing an Iwi Liaison Group. Information is
to be obtained from other Councils on this matter.

2.

CHIEF EXECUTIVE

16 September 2014
i.

Waikato Water Take Application – to investigate whether or not Auckland City Council has
lodged an application with the Waikato Regional Council to take water from the Waikato
River.

3.

GOVERNANCE SUPERVISOR

16 September 2014
i.

To discuss with Cr Tindle whether or not he would be available if the next meeting of
Council was postponed to 28 October. Also to confirm with Cr Johnson whether or not he
has been able to change a diary appointment.

CA Tutty
GOVERNANCE SUPERVISOR

GENERAL
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